(1) /(*) = f k(ux)g(u)du, Ja where/(x) and k(x) are known functions and where we are required to determine the function g(x). The purpose of this paper is to investigate the conditions under which this problem can be solved by means of an inversion formula in the nature of an integral transform.
An example of such an inversion formula occurs in the theory of Fourier Transforms. I shall prove that the Mellin transform of k(x) can be classified in such a manner that with each class can be associated a particular type of integral transform.
The two functions/(m) and F(s) are said to be Mellin transforms of each other if they are related in the following manner : (2) Fis) = f f(u)u'-ldu.
Ja
Associated with (2) is the reciprocal formula (3) /(«) = -F(s)u-ds.
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Here c is a real constant and we shall always take c = l/2. All pairs of functions written in this form,/(w), F(s); g(u), G(s); k(u), K(s); etc. will, in this paper, be Mellin transforms of each other and will be related as/(w) and F(s) are in (2) and (3) . We shall frequently write s = l/2+it, so that, in the integral of (3), t will vary from -oo to + <». We shall also refer to k(x) as a kernel.
In order to illustrate the results obtained later we shall first proceed formally. Multiply (1) by x"-1 and integrate with respect tox from 0 to «. The double integral on the right-hand side can be evaluated by writing x=v/u and we then find that (4) Fis) = K(s)G(í -s).
(5) G(s) = K(s)K(í -s)
Now in one of the classifications to be discussed later on K (s) will satisfy the functional equation
where a and b are constants. From (5) and (6) we now deduce
On multiplying (7) by x-*, and, integrating along the line s = l/2+it, from t = -oo to + «5, and then using formulae related to (3) we obtain the following result: To give a simple illustration of this result when b9£0 consider the case when On integrating the second integral of (12) by parts and then differentiating, (12) reduces to
It is now easily verified that (11) and (13) are essentially the same equation. Another example is given by (60), §7. In §2 we catalogue some properties of Mellin transforms needed for the proof of (8). In § §3 and 4 we shall prove (8) and some closely related theorems. In § §5 and 6 we shall establish integral transforms which are symmetrical in form, unlike (1) and (8) which are obviously unsymmetrical. In §7 we shall discuss the classification of K(s) which gives rise to integrals such as (1) and (8). exists and defines a function f(u) with the following properties: f(u)EL2(0, 00) and (14) is true. In future we shall write f(u)£.L2 and F(s)G.L2 where it is to be understood that for a function denoted by a small letter, such as /, the range of integration is from 0 to 00 and for a function denoted by a capital letter, such as F, the range is from 1/2-¿00 to 1/2+ioo. 
where a -m2+mn and b = n2.
Proof. From (i) and (ii), G(s)EL2 and K(s)EL2. Hence, from
B, §2, it follows that the integral in (18) exists and that we have
Now it is evident from (i) and (ii) that K(s)G(l -s)EL2, hence from A, §2 we conclude that
Again from (ii) and (iii) we have
where a = m2+mn and b = n2. Hence, from (21) we have
But, from (i), (ii) and (21), we can deduce that on the line 5 = 5 + it, I F(s)sc+2| (c>0) is bounded. Hence all the integrals in the following equation converge and so from (25) it follows that
We shall complete the proof by showing that (26) and (19) are the same equation.
Dealing first with the term on the left of (26) we have, from (i), f\%-iZG(s)x~'ds is uniformly convergent with respect to x, for any x-interval which excludes the value x = 0. Hence
on using A, §2, since Gis)EL2.
Dealing with the first term on the right of (26) we have already shown that on the line s = l/2+it, | F(s)sc+2\ (OO) is bounded. Coupling this with conditions (i) and (ii) we see that f\%t\ZK(s) F(\ -s)x~'ds is uniformly convergent with respect to x in any interval which does not include x = 0. Hence
on using B, §2. The use of B, §2 is justified since it is evident from the behaviour of Kis) and Fis) on the line s = l/2+ir that both these functions belong to Z,2.
The last term in (26) is dealt with in the same way but presents a little more difficulty. It is evident from the fact that| /7(5)sc+2| (OO) is bounded on the line s = 1/2+it that F(s) EL2 and that the integral of (32) below is uniformly convergent with respect to u, for any M-interval which does not include u = 0. Hence
Consequently the Mellin transform of d{uf(u)}/du is F(s)(l-s). From the boundedness of | F(s)sc+2| (c>0) on the line s = l/2+it it follows that F(s) (1 -s) G£2 and since A(s) £.L2 we deduce from B, §2 that /> 1/2+joo F(s)(l -s)u~'ds.
On comparing the equations (19) and (26) term by term we see from (28), (30), and (33) that these two equations are the same. This completes the proof. These conditions enable us to apply the arguments of theorem 1 in reverse order and so it is not necessary to give the proof in detail.
Theorem lb. Let fi(x) and gi(x) be related in the same manner as f(x) and g(x) are in (18). Also let f2(x) and g2(x) be similarly related. Then, if Gi(s) and G2(s) both satisfy the same conditions as G(s) does in Theorem 1 and K(s) satisfies the same conditions as K(s) does in Theorem 1, we have
Proof. The methods used in the proof of Theorem 1 to establish (21) can be used here to establish the following results:
F2(s) = K(s)Gi(l -s).
These methods also enable us to state that all the functions of (35) and (36) belong to L2. Evidently from (35) and (36) we have
On multiplying (37) by x~' and integrating with respect to 5 from 1/2-¿oo to 1/2+ioo we may then apply (17) to the result so obtained. The final conclusion is then the equation (34) above.
5. A symmetrical inversion formula. In this section we shall deal with the case when His) (38) Kis) = a + 6j (1 -s) where, as previously,
His)Hil -s) = 1.
We then obtain a theorem which is symmetrical in form and which closely resembles the Generalized Fourier Transform (Titchmarsh /'" dp"
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 proceeds on much the same lines as that of Theorem la, the converse of Theorem 1.
From (i) and (ii), G(s)EL2 and K(s)EL2 and the integral in (43)
below is uniformly convergent with respect to u, (in any interval which excludes m = 0). Hence Finally from (i) and (ii), |K(s)G(í-s)sc+i\ (c>0) is bounded on the line s = í/2+it and so, from uniform convergence of the integral on the right-hand side of (45) below, we may deduce from (44) that
Again, since K(s) and G(s) both belong to L2, from (17), B, §2, we have
Comparison of (45) and (46) with (40) Finally, from (i), (ii) and (48) we conclude that | F(s)sc+2| (00) is also bounded on the line s = l/2+it.
Therefore the integrals on the right-hand side of (41) must exist. As we cannot assume that equation (41) is true let us denote the right-hand side by p(x).
Since we have just proved that F(s) satisfies the same condition as that imposed on G(s), it follows that we may deal with the righthand side of (41) in exactly the same manner as we have dealt with the right-hand side of (40), i.e. we may replace/(x) by p(x) and g(u) by f(u) in all the preceding arguments. Instead of (48) we then get Hence, on replacing s by (1 -5) in (55), multiplying the result by (55) and using (50) we deduce that
Also, as in the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that each of the factors in (56) belong to L2. Now multiply both sides of (56) by x-' and integrate with respect to 5 from 1/2-¿oo to 1/2+ioo. On applying (17), B, §2 to theresult so obtained we immediately establish equation (53) and so complete the proof of Theorem 2a. If we divide (54) by (55) we can obtain a result identical with (34). Owing to the symmetry of Theorem 2, f(x) and g(x) can be interchanged, and so, for this case, (34) and (53) are essentially the same. For Theorem 1, owing to the unsymmetrical nature of equations (18) and (19) a result such as (53) does not hold. 7 . A kernel classification. In this section we shall discuss the generation and classification of kernels k(x) such as are required for use with Theorems 1 and 2.
The first class of kernels will be designated by the subscript zero. The function ko(x) will belong to this class if its Mellin transform Ko(s) is bounded on the line s = 1/2+1/ and also satisfies the functional equation (57) K0 ( In the example given in §1, equation (9) we made K0(s) = l and m-a, n = \. Another example is given by taking ir1/2^0(x) =21/2 cosx, (ir/2yi2Ko(s) =T(s) cos (sir/2), and Ki(s) =KQ(s)/(l+s).
The integral of (59) may then be evaluated by means of the poles of Ki(s), all of which lie on the left of the line of integration. We then obtain the following result
This function can serve as a kernel for Theorem 1.
If we start once again with the Fourier cosine transform, i.e. take irll2k0(x) =21/2 cos x, and then write Kx(s) =K0(s)/(l -s) we find that <z = 0 and & = 1 in Theorem 1.
We then obtain what is essentially equivalent to the Fourier sine transform Many other examples of kernels which can be used in Theorem 1 can be obtained by writing ko(x) =x1/2/"(x), where J,(x) denotes the Bessel function of order v.
The next class of kernels are those which can be used with the equations of Theorem 2. They will be designated by means of subscript two, i.e. k2(x) can be used in Theorem 2. Such kernels can be generated from kernels of class one by means of convolution. The actual method of generation is embodied in the following theorem.
Theorem
3. Let rx(x) and Si(x) be derived from the respective generalised Fourier kernels r0(x) and sa(x) according to the method described above, the constants m and n of (58) being the same in both cases. Then (61) k2(x) = I ri(ux)si(u)du Ja can serve as a kernel for use with Theorem 2.
Proof. We have to prove that K2(s) satisfies the condition imposed upon K(s) in Theorem 2, §5.
From the construction described above of kernels of class fa(x) we have From (63) it follows that , where m and n are constants. The integral transforms these kernels give rise to become exceedingly intricate as v increases in value. For k2,(x) the transform equations are symmetrical, as in Theorem 2, and each equation will contain 2v terms in which there will be progressively increasing differentiation with respect to u and x. For &2>.+i(x) the transform equations are unsymmetrical, as in Theorem 1, the first equation will contain 2»»-+1 and the second 2p+2 terms. As in the even case, differentiations of increasing order occur as we progress from one term of the equation to the next.
